**Public transport needs fixing now**

Transport Minister Dipuo Peters said that the government would not be able to fix the state of public transport in the short term.

**Wise words**

“We can no longer tolerate the way our public transport and roads have been allowed to deteriorate. We need to fix the system now, or our economy will suffer,” Peters said.
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**Analysis**

**Dad Perkins**

**Steenburg**

“...gambled that if we do not provide consumers with the type of information that they are looking for, then we will not be able to do business.”

**Brics economic plans advanced**

**African region centre of the New Development Bank links Brics and African continent**

President Pravin Gordhan announced that the New Development Bank would be opening a center in South Africa to attract African investment.

**Analysis**

**Matsie Noko-Mashabane**

**BENGUERA**

“Africa is the world’s largest continent, it is the focus of the world’s energy and it is the focus of our future.”

**Army in Africa**

President Jacob Zuma as the president of the SADC and the regional leader in this region is very engaged in the its development.

**Klaas Liebenberg**

“The SADC is the most significant and effective regional organisation in Africa.”
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**African region centre of the New Development Bank links Brics and African continent**

President Pravin Gordhan announced that the New Development Bank would be opening a center in South Africa to attract African investment.